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ABSTRACT
The settings panel is the standard customization mechanism
used in software applications today, yet it has undergone min-
imal design improvement since its introduction in the 1980s.
Entirely disconnected from the application UI, these pan-
els require users to rely on often-cryptic text labels to iden-
tify the settings they want to change. We propose the An-
chored Customization approach, which anchors settings to
conceptually related elements of the application UI. Our Cus-
tomization Layer prototype instantiates this approach: users
can see which UI elements are customizable, and access
their associated settings. We designed three variants of Cus-
tomization Layer based on multi-layered interfaces, and im-
plemented these variants on top of a popular web application
for task management, Wunderlist. Two experiments (Me-
chanical Turk and face-to-face) with a total of 60 participants
showed that the two minimalist variants were 35% faster than
Wunderlist’s settings panel. Our approach provides signifi-
cant benefits for users while requiring little extra work from
designers and developers of applications.
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INTRODUCTION
The HCI community has identified the potential benefits of
supporting users to adapt their software to their own tasks and
preferences [26]. Yet many users do not customize, or only
do so rarely. In today’s software, the de facto standard cus-
tomization mechanism is the settings panel, also known as the
options menu or preferences dialog. These panels have sig-
nificant usability limitations in that the settings they offer are
entirely disconnected from the application UI. There are no
visual affordances in the UI that can help answer the question:
“Is it possible to customize X?” Users must open the settings
panel and then rely on text labels to identify the settings they
want to change, with little to no other contextual information.
Thus, the classic vocabulary problem applies: the language
used by designers to describe an aspect of the interface is of-
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ten different from the language of users [17]. This creates a
deep gulf of execution between the user’s intentions, formu-
lated in the context of the application UI , and the actions of-
fered in the settings panel. The fact that customization occurs
fairly infrequently over long periods of time [25] only exac-
erbates the problem: users are likely to forget where things
are in the settings panel between customization episodes.

Despite obvious usability problems, settings panels have
undergone only minor improvements since they were first
introduced along with the graphical user interface in the
1980s [22]. The interaction paradigm fundamentally hasn’t
changed: the user can browse tabs of settings, tick check-
boxes, and choose values from drop-downs. These panels es-
sentially represent a developer’s point of view of the applica-
tion’s customization opportunities: they are simple graphical
representations of traditional UNIX config files.

We propose Anchored Customization, a novel approach to
customization designed from the user’s point of view: an-
choring settings to visual elements of the UI that are con-
ceptually related to these settings. This reduces the gulf of
execution, and leverages users’ existing knowledge of the ap-
plication UI. While others have proposed the idea of moving
the access point of a customization closer to the feature that
it affects [35], we take the approach further by allowing users
to access all conceptually related functions from an anchor
point. For instance, a notification icon in the UI can be used
as the anchor to change not only how popup notifications (em-
anating from the icon) are displayed, but also the frequency of
various notifications (e.g., email), and other related settings.
Anchored Customization leverages mental associations that
users can form intuitively between visual elements of the in-
terface and changes they want to make to their software.

Once settings are anchored to UI elements, there are differ-
ent possible ways of visualizing and accessing them. We de-
signed, implemented, and evaluated Customization Layer, as
a concrete instantiation of the Anchored Customization ap-
proach. Customization opportunities are available in a meta-
layer on top of the interface. Users can see all UI anchors
at once in the customization layer, and can access the settings
associated with each, by clicking on each anchor. This type of
layered design has been successfully used in other contexts,
such as online help [7]. Although only a small subset of set-
tings is initially available from any given anchor, the user can
expand a subset with ease to see the full default settings panel.

Our approach is pragmatic: it recognizes that settings pan-
els are the standard in the software industry. Developers rely
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on this simple mechanism to provide end-user customization,
since these panels are (presumably) an inexpensive part of
the UI to develop. And users are accustomed to them. In-
troducing a new customization mechanism therefore requires
careful consideration of the cost/benefit tradeoffs at play. We
show that anchoring settings to the UI through a customiza-
tion layer has the potential to provide significant benefits for
users, while requiring only minimal extra work from the de-
signers/developers. Our goal is to propose a well-considered
interface improvement that can be adopted widely.

A customization mechanism must be implemented to cus-
tomize a specific app. Although our design approach is ap-
plicable to any software with a GUI that is customizable via
a settings panel, we had to choose a particular application do-
main for a first evaluation. Since task management tools are
widely used, and significant individual differences have been
observed in the way people manage their tasks [20], we con-
sidered that Personal Tasks Management (PTM) would be an
appropriate first application domain for our research.

Our work contributes the following: (1) The concept of An-
chored Customization: to anchor customization opportunities
to conceptually related elements in the application UI. (2) A
systematic review of PTM apps to evaluate a priori the feasi-
bility and potential usefulness of adopting this concept. (3) A
realization of this concept in a customization mechanism, the
Customization Layer, with three variants that explore differ-
ent trade-offs between multi-layered interfaces. (4) An imple-
mentation architecture of these three variants for web appli-
cations: our prototype augments a real-world PTM app, Wun-
derlist [19], but can be adapted to other modern web apps with
minimal additional work for developers and designers. (5)
Two experiments (Mechanical Turk and face-to-face) with 60
participants showing performance improvements of the Cus-
tomization Layer over the regular settings panel provided by
Wunderlist, as well as providing a preliminary understanding
of how users apprehend Anchored Customization.

RELATED WORK
What exactly constitutes customization is not well-
established in the HCI community, despite there being
a rich literature in this space. For example, end-user cus-
tomization has been defined as “the mechanisms by which
users may specify individual preferences, and preserve their
preferred patterns of use, without writing code” [25], but
the requirement to be code-free is not universally adopted.
Regardless, previous research has studied the benefits of
letting users adapt software to their own preferences and
tasks [25, 26, 28]. The challenges of designing and building
adaptable interfaces has produced a rich and varied literature.
Multi-layered interfaces [30, 28] can speed up access to the
most often-used features by grouping them into a dedicated
layer. Sophisticated techniques have been proposed to let
users modify GUIs at run time [11, 10], even without access
to the source code [33, 9, 29]. The end-user development
paradigm goes even further, by empowering users to build
their own applications [24, 15]. Yet, powerful adaptable
approaches generally require users to spend significant time
and effort personalizing their interfaces, often by writing

scripts or editing code—which limits the potential audience
to power users. As a result, these approaches have not yet
been widely adopted in industry.

Adaptive approaches attempt to address that issue by auto-
matically generating user models to predict potentially use-
ful customizations [14]. However, giving control of the user
interface to an automated system has significant drawbacks,
as it tends to make the UI spatially unstable and unpre-
dictable [12]. Mixed-initiative approaches can alleviate those
problems by suggesting possible customizations to the user,
who remains in control of their interface [8, 6]. Ultimately,
adaptive and mixed-initiative approaches put the onus on de-
velopers to build and integrate complex user models into the
interface, which is difficult to do well [21].

Our work focuses on leveraging the customization opportu-
nities already available in existing software settings panels,
with the goal of minimizing the extra costs of customization
for both users and developers. The potential of “representing
tailoring functions in the overall interface” was identified 15
years ago [23], but has received little attention since then. An
early work proposed the concept of Direct Activation [35]
which states that “the access point of the tailoring function
should be designed related to the one of the tailorable func-
tion”. In other words, the settings that affect a given feature
should be accessible from (or around) the access point of the
feature they affect. We broaden this approach by anchoring
any setting to any conceptually related elements of the UI
—not only elements objectively affected by a setting. For in-
stance, the setting for changing the keyboard shortcut used to
“open a new tab” could be anchored to the button that opens
a new tab. This setting does not tailor the “open a new tab”
function itself, but conceptually it makes sense to associate a
keyboard shortcut and a button that call the same function.

The benefits of preserving interface context have been ex-
ploited in other areas of HCI. Perhaps the most common ex-
ample is the context menu, which reduces the time needed
to select options related to the current location of the pointer.
Contextual help is another successful example: the applica-
tion interface can be augmented with links to a wiki [32],
user-generated Q&As [7], or information on the current
state [18]. Yet customization presents unique challenges that
distinguishes it from contextual help. While help queries tend
to naturally correspond to elements of the interface that users
are trying to learn, the correspondence between settings and
interface elements may be less clear, as settings can affect
software in arbitrary ways. Thus, it was not obvious at the
outset of our research that such direct correspondences could
be found from settings to UI elements. The literature offers
promising examples of representing meta-information about
an application as an overlay on top of the app interface: recent
changes [2, 4], computational wear [27], predicted use [16],
even low-level usability problems [34]. This motivated our
visual design approach, which represents customization op-
portunities as a meta-layer on top of the interface.

SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF FEASIBILITY
The motivation of Anchored Customization is to address the
shortcomings of settings panels, which appear to be the stan-
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Application Platform # settings directly indirectly not

Astrid Android 41 25 6 10
Evernote Desktop 31 11 12 8
Gmail Web 29 16 7 6
RTM Android 26 10 11 5
Toodledo Web 53 37 7 9
Toodledo Android 43 26 16 1
Wunderlist Web 41 12 28 1
Word Desktop 132 90 24 18

total 396 227 111 58
normalized % 100% 52% 32% 16%

Table 1. Summary of a systematic review of 8 PTM apps to determine
the feasibility of Anchored Customization. For each app, the settings
provided in the settings panel were classified as directly, indirectly, or
not anchorable.

dard in the software industry. To verify this assumption, we
performed a systematic review of a set of PTM apps, inves-
tigating which customization mechanisms they provide. We
then conducted a second review to evaluate the feasibility of
the Anchored Customization approach.

Existing customization mechanisms. We chose a particular
yet fairly generic application domain: Personal Task Manage-
ment. We selected 12 of the most popular PTM apps1, for a
total of 20 unique apps (counting separately both desktop and
Android versions). For each application we recorded which
customization mechanisms were offered, how many user ac-
tions were needed to access them, and the type and number of
settings each mechanism could change. Our review showed
that an overwhelming majority of settings were accessed via
settings panels. In fact, only 1 of the 20 applications didn’t
offer a settings panel at review time—but it now does. The
structure of these panels was remarkably similar: tabs for
desktops apps, multi-level menus on Android. In both cases,
additional visual delimiters such as lines or boxes were some-
times used inside each tab or level, to create subsections of
related settings. The same widgets were used to change set-
tings: checkboxes or toggles for binary settings, drop-downs
or radio buttons for multiple choices, and in some cases slid-
ers for numbers. We found that settings panels also contain a
variety of non-settings items, such as an “About” page.

Feasibility of Anchored Customization. The widespread use
of settings panels highlights the potential usefulness of An-
chored Customization. We next evaluated the feasibility of
this approach on a subset of apps from our first review. We
selected apps with more than 15 settings, and included Mi-
crosoft Word and Gmail which, while being general-purpose
software, can both also be used for task management. As
shown in Table 1, according to our estimation, 52% of set-
tings could be anchored easily in the interface. A large num-
ber of these correspond to settings that directly show or hide
interface elements, or change their position or visual appear-
ance. Another 32% of settings could be indirectly anchored
based on an intuitive mental association. For instance, the fre-
quency of automatic syncing could be anchored to the button
that performs a manual synchronization. This button could
also be used as an anchor for setting the keyboard shortcut
1Evernote, OneNote, Any.do, Cal, Wunderlist, Todoist, Remember
The Milk, Toodledoo, Astrid, Clear, GTasks, and Tasks.

Figure 1. The settings panel offered in Wunderlist, which was used as
the Control condition in Experiments 1 and 2.

that triggers the same function (manual synchronization). Fi-
nally, we estimated that only 16% of settings could not be
anchored anywhere in a meaningful way. These settings cor-
respond either to advanced options (e.g., number of weeks
after which completed tasks are archived), or global options
(e.g., display language) which are not related to any particular
UI location.

Overall, the results of our second review provide solid ev-
idence for the viability of our Anchored Customization ap-
proach, at least in the PTM domain: approximately 84% of
settings can be anchored. Yet a significant number of settings
cannot be anchored (16%), which must be taken into account
when designing anchored customization mechanisms.

DESIGN
In most applications, settings are a list of parameters that can
take some predefined values. They are generally given a hu-
man readable label, and sometimes a short description. For
example, a “confirm before deleting” setting can be either
true or false, and could have the description “show ok/cancel
popup when clicking on the delete button”. UNIX-type con-
fig files are the most barebone representation of settings, and
the closest to the programming domain. Users can manually
change settings by editing the config file in a text editor.

Settings panels offer two key improvements over config files.
First, they prevent errors by restricting the values that a
given setting can take. For instance, checkboxes only tog-
gle booleans, and drop-downs offer a limited set of options to
choose from. Second, settings panels often group related set-
tings together into tabs or other forms of subsections, with the
aim to reduce the time needed to access a particular setting.
In this way, settings panels are a static abstract partition of
settings: each setting appears in only one section; sections
are based on abstract categories, such as “shortcuts” or “dis-
play;” and these categories are set by designers at the outset.
An example is shown in Figure 1.

Anchored Customization
The Anchored Customization approach, by contrast, pro-
motes a contextual many-to-many mapping of settings to UI
elements. Any UI element can be used as an anchor—for in-
stance, icons, buttons, menus, even an empty area. The goal
of the mapping is to provide context for each setting. One set-
ting can be mapped to multiple anchors, and multiple settings
can be mapped to the same anchor. The visibility of anchors
and thus their associated settings changes dynamically, de-
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pending on the current state of the interface. The Anchored
Customization approach leverages users’ pre-existing knowl-
edge of the application UI, instead of requiring them to learn
the abstract structure of a settings panel. Hence, the key idea
of Anchored Customization is that the application interface
itself is used to organize and navigate the settings space.

There are two main dimensions in the design space for mech-
anisms that instantiate Anchored Customization: the display
of the settings and the display of the anchors.

Display of settings. It is not desirable to permanently show
the settings associated with the various anchors. Most ap-
plications offer many settings, which would clutter the inter-
face if they were always visible. Further, customization is
typically very much a secondary infrequent activity. Thus,
in general, the settings associated with an anchor should be
displayed on demand, when the user expresses interest in an
anchor—by clicking or hovering on it, for instance. There
are many ways to display settings once demanded. We ex-
plored three possibilities, inspired by multi-layered interfaces
(described below). But the design space is much larger.
Some interesting dimensions include: Which settings should
be displayed when clicking on an anchor. (Only the settings
mapped to this anchor, or a local neighborhood?) How to rep-
resent each setting. (Now that settings are placed in context,
could the text labels be shortened or replaced by an icon?)

Display of anchors. There are a number of different possi-
bilities when considering how the anchors can be displayed.
One familiar approach is through context menus: anchors are
not explicitly marked visually, but can be used by the user to
demand a corresponding setting. For instance, in Microsoft
Word, right-clicking the ribbon shows a contextual menu with
an option to “Customize the ribbon”. A tooltip that appears
when hovering over an anchor for a short duration could be
used in a similar way. This local, targeted approach answers
the question: Is this customizable? The downside of this ap-
proach, however, is that there is no way for the user to get a
holistic overview of all the settings available within the UI.
Serially invoking the context menu from many different an-
chors is too tedious, and the user must resort to bringing up
the settings panel.

An alternative approach is to provide a global overview of all
the customization opportunities available, by making all the
anchors visible at once, likely through a mode. This approach
helps answer the question: What is customizable? The down-
side of the approach is that entering a distinct mode could
interrupt the user’s workflow, which is why modes should be
used sparingly in interaction design. The contextual menu ap-
proach and the global approaches are not mutually exclusive;
providing both would allow users to choose the one most ap-
propriate for their current need.

Customization Layer
We designed and implemented Customization Layer which
instantiates the anchored customization approach. In the
design dimensions described above, this mechanism uses a
global overview approach to show all anchors in an extra

Figure 2. Customization Layer displayed on top of Wunderlist. The user
is currently hovering over the bottom “star” button on the right-hand
side of the screen; as a result, all star buttons are highlighted in orange
because they share the same settings. Clicking on an anchor displays the
settings associated with it—here, shown in the Minimal panel.

layer on top of the interface. We explore three ways to display
settings on demand, inspired by multi-layered interfaces.

Anchors visible in a layer
To avoid clutter, we did not add graphical elements to visu-
ally mark anchors (contrary to the question marks displayed
in [7] to represent help queries). Instead, anchors are vi-
sually highlighted when users activate a layer on top of the
regular application. In our implementation, the app interface
becomes darker and less saturated, but is still clearly visible
through the Customization Layer. Anchors are shown with
a white background and dark gray text, to optimize legibility
and ensure visibility above the dimmed application interface
(Figure 2).

When the user hovers over an anchor A, that anchor and all
other anchors mapped to the same settings as A are high-
lighted in orange (Figure 2). This linked highlighting helps
users create a mental model of the mapping of settings to UI
elements. For instance, in a PTM app, hovering over a button
highlights all the buttons that share the same setting (e.g., a
keyboard shortcut for marking a “todo” as important).

There is one important special case that required attention
when anchoring settings to UI elements: what if a setting
governs the visibility of the UI anchor itself? Consider for
instance settings that show or hide buttons in a toolbar. Of
course it makes sense to anchor such a setting to the button it
affects; but after hiding the button, how can users access its
associated setting to make the button visible again? To avoid
this problem, we introduce the notion of ghost anchors: an-
chors that correspond to hidden elements in the application
UI. These anchors offer the same functionality as regular an-
chors, but are displayed in a darker gray to indicate their tran-
sient status.

Representing all ghost anchors visually is not necessarily de-
sirable: if an application has many optional, hideable com-
ponents, showing all of them as ghost anchors could break
the application layout, clutter the customization layer, and
overwhelm the user. Furthermore, the customization layer
should look as similar as possible to the current interface of
the application, to help users alternate seamlessly between the
two. For these reasons, we implemented a collapsing mech-
anism: ghost anchors are by default represented by a simple
“chevron” icon in the customization layer (Figure 3). To fur-
ther reduce visual clutter, ghost anchors that are close to each
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Figure 3. (1) The user selects the “Week” filter, then disables it (not
shown). (2) The corresponding anchor is collapsed under a chevron icon.
(3) Clicking on the chevron reveals the “Week” filter as a ghost anchor.

other are collapsed under the same chevron icon, based on a
simple proximity clustering algorithm. Clicking on a chevron
icon reveals the ghosts that it was previously hiding.

Three variants for displaying settings
When the Customization Layer is shown, clicking on an an-
chor displays the subset of settings anchored to that UI ele-
ment. We explored three visual representations of this subset
(see Figure 4). The Minimal panel (M) only shows the set-
tings in the subset, with an orange background to indicate
that they are related to the anchor that was clicked. Mini-
mal+Context (M+C) is very similar, but a tab name next to
each setting indicates which tabbed pane in the full settings
panel it comes from. In contrast, Full+Highlight (F+H) keeps
the structure of the complete settings panel, and the settings
from the anchor’s subset are highlighted in orange, as are the
tabs in which they appear. Some tabs contain more settings
than can be shown in the height of the panel, so we auto-
matically scroll down to bring into view the first highlighted
setting, if any.

Because some settings might not be anchorable to the inter-
face (cf. Feasibility section), all designs must provide a fall-
back access to the complete set of settings. In F+H, users
can browse all the tabs freely, as they would in a regular set-
tings panel. In M+C, the tab names next to each setting are
actual buttons; clicking on them opens the full panel at the
corresponding tab. In Minimal, a “show all” hyperlink is pro-
vided at the bottom of the mini panel. By default, it opens
the full panel at the tab that contains the most settings from
the anchor’s subset. Users can return to the minimal panel by
clicking a backward arrow at the top left of the full panel.

These three variants reflect different points in the multi-
layered interface design space [30]. The two minimal variants
only show the anchor’s subset of the settings initially, while
F+H uses visual highlighting to distinguish the subset from
all other settings. All three designs are intended (to varying
degrees) to reduce complexity, speed up access to the most
relevant settings, and help the user become aware of the full
set of settings. Hence, they reflect different trade-offs be-
tween a minimal subset of settings and the full settings panel.

As with any multi-layered interface, transitioning from a
lower layer to an upper layer can be challenging for users
[30]. In our implementation, we provide animated transitions
between the minimal variants and the full panel to help users
understand the relationship between the two. The minimal
panels expand smoothly to the full size, while the highlighted
settings glide into their new position. The remaining (non-
highlighted) settings fade in afterwards. Informal pilots found
these relatively simple animations to be helpful for convey-

Figure 4. Minimal, Minimal+Context, and Full+Highlight variants
showing the settings anchored to the “Week” Smart List. Wunderlist
offers several such Smart Lists, which display a list of all todos filtered
by a particular criteria—here, all the todos due this week. Two settings
are mapped to this Smart List: the first changes the shortcut for opening
this Smart List; the second determines whether this Smart List is visible
or hidden in the main interface.

ing the intended mental model. We are not aware of another
multi-layer interface that uses moderately complex animated
transitions like ours, instead of simply fading-in the new ele-
ments

Search. Text search is another effective approach for access-
ing settings. It essentially provides a way to “jump” to a par-
ticular setting without having to locate an anchor or browse
the settings space. Search is afforded by traditional config
files, but rarely offered in settings panels—except in complex
software such as Eclipse. The downside with search is that
the vocabulary problem [17] applies, as users can only guess
search terms [3]. Furthermore, relying on search may hinder
users’ ability to learn other settings. Although not yet imple-
mented, Customization Layer is compatible with text search:
UI anchors could be filtered out if their associated settings
don’t match the query, or visually highlighted if they do.

Software architecture. Our software architecture was de-
signed to be app-independent and extensible to other web
apps. The Evaluation section explains why we chose web
apps, and Wunderlist in particular, as a concrete starting point
for design and evaluation. Adding our Customization Layer
to a web app requires: (1) an API to read and write the set-
tings, and (2) a mapping between settings and visual elements
of the interface, provided by the designers of the app. Since
designers are already familiar with the settings of their app,
creating the mapping should take at most a few hours, ex-
cept for very large applications. In the mapping, UI elements
are represented by CSS selectors, which allows among other
things selecting many similar anchors via a single CSS class.

Implementation. Since Wunderlist doesn’t provide an API
to its settings, we reverse-engineered its front-end to access
the underlying settings directly. We then manually mapped
these settings to appropriate elements of the interface, which
took two hours. From this mapping, our code automatically
generates anchors by creating copies of the DOM elements
matched by the CSS selectors provided. Anchors are then
positioned precisely on top of the original element, creating
the illusion that the elements themselves are highlighted. We
were able to access Wunderlist’s settings directly on the web
client, effectively bypassing the settings panel to customize
the app in real time in our experiments.
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EVALUATION
We focus our evaluation on assessing the usability of our Cus-
tomization Layer. Given the novelty of this new mechanism,
our two experiments were intended to be exploratory and pro-
vide an idea of the impact of some of its design elements. We
certainly hoped that Customization Layer would help partic-
ipants find settings faster than browsing a traditional settings
panel; but which of the three variants would be the fastest or
most preferred was unknown. Further, we anticipated that the
three variants would impact users’ awareness of the full set of
settings differently: the more contextual information a design
provides, the greater the user’s awareness should be [13].

To maximize the ecological validity of our evaluation, we de-
cided to evaluate Customization Layer within an existing ap-
plication with its actual settings. We chose Wunderlist [19],
one of the most popular PTM apps today (over 10 million
downloads on Android and iPhone) which offers a well-
designed web interface. Of the 20 apps from our system-
atic review, Wunderlist had a particularly clean settings panel,
with numerous and varied settings. It therefore appeared to be
a good baseline for a fair comparison.

Experiment 1: Remote Mechanical Turk
The primary goal of this experiment was to evaluate the per-
formance of our Customization Layer for changing settings,
compared to a traditional settings panel. We used a between-
subject design to avoid negative carry-over effects, because
switching back-and-forth between two very different mental
models could have been confusing for participants. We de-
ployed this experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Participants. All 48 participants (aged 19-60, median 28.5,
16 females) were regular computer users, and none had tried
Wunderlist before. We had replaced 3 participants, who were
either 2.5 Inter-Quartile Range slower than others in their
condition, or did 2 IQR more errors than everyone else.

Task. The experiment consisted of a sequence of settings
changes. At the beginning of each trial, a popup instructed
participants to change one setting to a given value. Pressing a
“Go!” button would close the popup and start the timer. The
instructions were written in layman’s terms, and did not nec-
essarily use the same words as the label of the target setting.
For example, the instruction “Change shortcut for checking
off todos” applied to the setting “Mark selected do-dos as
completed” in the Shortcuts tab. To help ensure that partici-
pants read the instructions before starting the trial, the “Go!”
button was kept inactive for the amount of time required to
read the instructions at an average reading speed. During that
time, the settings panel (in Control) or the UI anchors (in Cus-
tomization Layer) were hidden, to prevent participants from
planning their actions before the timer was started. During
the trial itself the instructions were visible at the top of the
window, in case participants had forgotten them.

Participants had to change at least one setting before the
“Next” button became available in the bar at the top of the
screen. Clicking this button would stop the timer, indicate
whether the task had been successfully completed, and move
on to the next trial. We enforced a 2-minute time limit for

each trial, after which the trial was marked as a timeout and
participants were taken to the next trial. If participants made
mistakes, the settings that had been changed incorrectly were
reset at the end of the trial, and the target setting changed to
the correct value.

Measures. The duration of a trial was measured between the
time when participants pressed the “Go!” button and when
they changed a setting. At the end of the experiment, partic-
ipants completed two recognition questionnaires in order to
evaluate awareness of the full set of settings: one question-
naire on tab names, one on individual settings. In both cases,
half of the answers were made up by the authors, but plausi-
ble. Finally, participants were asked to rate their satisfaction
on a 7-point Likert scale: the extent to which they liked or
disliked the customization mechanism they were using, and
how easy it was to find the settings they were looking for.

Conditions. We compared four customization mechanisms:
the three variants of Customization Layer (M, M+C, F+H)
and the actual settings panel offered by Wunderlist (Control),
shown in Figure 1. While we accurately reproduced the struc-
ture of Wunderlist’s panel in our F+H prototype, the visual
style was slightly different: Wunderlist generally looks more
polished, with custom drop-downs and an icon on each tab.

Wunderlist currently offers 41 settings in four tabs2. Out of
these settings, we discarded the application language one, as
changing it would make the interface indecipherable for our
participants. The experiment tasks were not equally difficult:
some settings were indeed harder to find than others, espe-
cially if their text label was unclear. To reduce the variability
between subjects, we partitioned the settings into two groups
of 20, carefully chosen to balance the type and location of
the settings they offered. Each participant was assigned one
set. To assess any early learning, participants were asked to
change the same group of 20 settings twice, but in a different
randomized order for each of the blocks of 20.

Design. A 2-factor mixed design was used: 4 customization
mechanisms (M, M+C, F+H, Control; between-subjects) x 2
blocks (within-subject). The settings group control variable
(group 1, group 2) was fully counterbalanced between partic-
ipants. Each participant completed 2 blocks of 20 trials, for a
total of 1920 trials across all 48 participants.

Procedure. After accepting the HIT (work assignment in
MTurk), participants were asked to create a temporary ac-
count on Wunderlist, using a randomly-generated email ad-
dress. Then participants had to drag a custom bookmarklet
(a “bookmark applet”) to their bookmarks bar, and to click
on it to load the experiment code in the Wunderlist webapp.
A series of popups walked participants through a quick tu-
torial, demonstrating the most useful features of Wunderlist.
Participants were then given one practice trial, before starting
any trial. In the 3 Customization Layer conditions, the prac-
tice trial contained a few additional instructions on how to
use this new customization mechanism. Finally, participants
were asked to complete the two recognition tests, to rate the
2Three other tabs show non-settings information, such as “upgrade your ac-
count” and “about this product.” We did include these tabs in our prototype.
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Figure 5. Experiment 1: 95% confidence intervals of the median dura-
tion per Customization Mechanism and Block. M is significantly faster
than F+H and Control, but not significantly different from M+C. (N=48)

customization mechanism they were using, and to complete
a simple demographics questionnaire. The whole procedure
lasted 32 minutes on average, and participants received an
average compensation of $4.34, depending on their perfor-
mance in the trials and recognition questionnaires. (Incen-
tivizing participants with a variable bonus reward is a stan-
dard practice for MTurk studies.)

MTurk Results
We ran a mixed-design ANOVA on the duration of trials. The
data was log-transformed to satisfy the assumption of normal-
ity, and we used medians to reduce the influence of outliers.
The effect sizes reported are generalized eta-square (η2

G), in-
terpreted as follows: .02, .13, .26 for a small, medium, and
large effect size respectively [1]. As shown on Figure 5, there
was a main effect of customization mechanism (F3,44 = 3.58,
p < .05, η2

G = 0.17), as well as block (F1,44 = 124.63, p < .001,
η2

G = 0.32), but no interaction between the two. M was sig-
nificantly faster than Control (p < .05, 35% faster) and F+H
(p < .05, 30% faster). No other pair was significantly dif-
ferent. All pairwise comparisons use a Bonferroni correction
unless otherwise mentioned. As anticipated, there was no ef-
fect of the group of settings used. There were few timeouts
and errors across all conditions (20 and 54, respectively, for
1920 trials), and they had no significant effect on our results.

A single-factor ANOVA on the tabs recognition scores found
a significant effect of customization mechanism (F3,44 = 5.82,
p < .01, η2

G = 0.28). M scored lower than both F+H (p = .05)
and Control (p < .05), by 2 out of 10 points lower on average.
No other pair was significantly different. There was no dif-
ference either in the recognition scores for settings, nor in the
subjective ratings provided at the end of the experiment. The
median rating for ease of use and satisfaction was the same
for each of the four customization mechanisms: 2 on a scale
ranging from -3 to +3.

Experiment 2: Face-to-Face in the Lab
Although MTurk provided quick access to a diverse set of
participants at a moderate cost, conducting remote experi-
ments has limitations in terms of the insights and qualitative
feedback that can be gathered. Thus, we ran a second experi-
ment in a face-to-face lab setting. This time the customization
mechanism was treated as a within-subject factor, to allow
participants to make informed comparative judgments.

Method differences from Study 1. We recruited 12 partici-
pants (age 21-42, median 24.5, 5 females), all regular com-
puter users. Two had tried Wunderlist before, but were not
using it regularly. The experiment task was identical, except
that participants were encouraged to talk aloud.

Figure 6. Experiment 2: 95% confidence intervals of the median du-
ration per Customization Mechanism. M+C is significantly faster than
F+H and Control, but not significantly different from M. (N=12)

A single-factor within-subject design was used, with the same
four customization mechanisms. Participants had to change
10 different settings with each mechanism, using all the 40
settings available in Wunderlist, for a total of 12 x 40 = 480
trials. The three Customization Layer variants were blocked
together, to limit the number of times participants had to
switch between the two mental models. Half of the partic-
ipants began with the Customization Layer block, the other
half with the Control condition. Within the Customization
Layer block, the presentation order of the three variants was
fully counterbalanced. The settings were randomly ordered
across all blocks.

The experiment procedure was similar to the MTurk study,
except for a few changes reflecting the within-subject design.
After each mechanism condition, participants were asked to
rate on a 7-point Likert scale the mechanism on three metrics:
ease of use, perceived speed, and satisfaction. At the end
of the experiment, participants were asked to rank the four
mechanisms on the same metrics. No recognition question-
naires were administered, since it would have been difficult
to tease apart the learning that happened in each condition.
The experiment was concluded by a brief semi-structured in-
terview. Participants were asked about their perception of the
four different customization mechanisms, and we gathered in-
sights on how they developed a mental model of Anchored
Customization.

Face-to-Face Lab Results
We present the quantitative and qualitative results.

Quantitative results
We ran a repeated measures ANOVA on the duration of tri-
als. As in Experiment 1, the data was log-transformed and
we used medians. As shown on Figure 6, there was a main
effect of customization mechanism (F3,33 = 5.61, p < .01, η2

G
= 0.16). M+C was faster than Control (p < .05, 36% faster)
and F+H (p = .06, 40% faster). No other pair was significantly
different. The order in which participants saw the conditions
(Control first, or Customization Layer first) had no significant
effect either.

The subjective ratings collected after each block were ana-
lyzed with a Friedman test. No differences were found for
satisfaction and ease of use. Perceived speed was border-
line significant (χ2

3 = 7.1, p = .07), with the majority of the
difference coming from M+C reported to be faster than F+H
(p = .1). In terms of the ranking data, participants were almost
evenly divided between Customization Layer (6 top ranks)
and Control (7) —one participant ranked two mechanisms as
best. There was also no clear consensus among which of the
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three CL variants was best: with 1, 3, and 2 votes going to M,
M+C, and F+H respectively.

Qualitative results
The comments made by participants during the experiment
and their answers during the interview were recorded. We
report the findings of a thematic analysis [5].

Anchored Customization. Nine out of 12 participants ac-
quired the intended mental model of Anchored Customiza-
tion: 6 acquired it immediately with the first variant of Cus-
tomization Layer they encountered, the other 3 with the sec-
ond variant. Once participants understood the concept of An-
chored Customization, they were able to use it successfully:
“I’m used to all the settings hidden away in a menu, but
I think this (Minimal) makes a lot of sense” (P5), “I think
the point of this (F+H) is that I don’t need to think under
which category each setting is” (P3). In some cases, partic-
ipants even imagined appropriate anchors that were not ac-
tually present in Wunderlist, which shows a clear grasp of
the Anchor Customization Concept. For instance, P1 said:
“I was looking for a printing icon”, while searching for the
setting “don’t print completed todos when printing a list”.

Three out of 12 participants did not seem to have acquired
the intended mental model: in more than 50% of trials, they
clicked on any anchor, from which they immediately opened
the full panel and browsed the tabs to find the desired set-
ting. These 3 participants were among the 6 who started the
experiment in the Control condition, which could have nega-
tively affected their behavior in the subsequent Customization
Layer conditions. The only time these participants searched
for an appropriate anchor (rather than just any anchor) was
when the target setting was related to one of the Smart Lists,
in the left sidebar (see Figure 2). These 3 participants may
have reasoned by analogy with their one practice trial, which
instructed them to change a (different) Smart Lists setting.

Customization Layer variants. Interestingly, at least 3 par-
ticipants did not notice any difference between M and M+C
during the trials, and only realized that they were different at
the end when they were asked to rank the four customiza-
tion mechanisms. Some participants liked the extra struc-
ture provided by the tab names in M+C: “In Minimal I don’t
know where I am in the greater structure. [M+C] is more
organized” (P1); “The links in [M+C] are clearer, you know
where you’re going” (P8).

In F+H, at least 4 participants did not see the orange high-
lighting, although it was clearly visible (Figure 4). This could
be a case of inattentional blindness [31]: participants who
hadn’t yet acquired the intended mental model may have dis-
carded the highlighting because it had no meaning to them.
Other participants thought of the highlighting as a soft sug-
gestion from the system: “At one point I assumed the high-
lighting was like a hint”(P8), “[the system] is saying: I think
you are looking for this, but I’m not sure” (P12).

Wunderlist. Although it was not an explicit goal, this experi-
ment revealed some usability problems with Wunderlist’s set-
tings panel, which was used as the Control condition. The
most problematic aspect is that 10 settings are hidden under

Figure 7. Density plots of the distribution of the percentage of trials
in which participants selected a “correct” anchor—one associated with
the target setting. Participants in the right mode followed an “anchor
search” strategy, while participants in the left mode resorted to a “full
panel search”.

a “show more” button in the Shortcuts tab. This design deci-
sion was probably intended to avoid showing all 20 shortcuts
settings at once, by hiding the ones less likely to be changed.
However, this “show more” button was not salient enough,
and 10/12 participants missed it the first time they looked for
one of the settings it was hiding. Interestingly, this problem
was naturally alleviated in all Customization Layer variants:
in both M and M+C, only the relevant settings are shown
when clicking on an anchor, so there is no need for a hiding
mechanism. F+H automatically unhides all of the 10 more
advanced shortcuts if one of them is highlighted, and scrolls
down to the first highlighted setting.

Visual design. Our primary concern while designing the
Customization Layer was interaction design, not aesthetics.
However, as is often the case in HCI experiments, some par-
ticipants tended to focus on the visual appearance of the dif-
ferent interfaces more than their behavior: 4/12 participants
indicated that they liked the look of the Wunderlist settings
panel better. In particular, the presence of an icon on each tab
was appreciated (P9). This might explain why 7 participants
ranked Control as well or above Customization Layer: as P10
puts it, “for customers pretty is more important”.

Secondary Exploratory Analyses
The fact that we obtained different performance results for
M and M+C in our two experiments was surprising and
prompted us to probe the data further. M was found to be
faster than F+H and Control in the first study, whereas it
was M+C that was faster than F+H and Control in the sec-
ond study. Yet in both cases, the p-value and effect sizes are
similar. A closer look shows that these results are not con-
tradictory: M and M+C were never found to be significantly
different from each other, nor significantly slower than F+H
or Control.

In order to tease this apart, we looked at the logged data with
a focus to understand participants’ approach to finding the
target setting. Of particular interest is whether participants
found a correct anchor to click on to access the target set-
ting (what we call “anchor search”), or if they defaulted to
clicking on any anchor from which they then browsed the full
settings panel (“full panel search”). For each participant, we
computed the percentage of trials in which they found a cor-
rect anchor, out of the total number of trials in the experiment.
The distribution of this metric across all participants is clearly
bimodal, both on MTurk and in the lab (Figure 7). The posi-
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Figure 8. Density plots of the percentage of trials in which participants
selected a “correct” anchor, for each Customization Layer variant, on
MTurk (top) and in the lab (bottom). The minimal variants all have a
higher right mode (“anchor search”), while F+H has higher left mode
(“full panel search”).

tion of the “valley” (local minimum) of the two distributions
is also similar: 61% on MTurk, 63% in the lab.

This analysis points to a likely hidden variable in our data:
the search strategy used by participants. Indeed the three Cus-
tomization Layer conditions vary along this extra dimension,
as shown in Figure 8. While these variations might explain
the difference between the two minimal variants and F+H,
the distributions for M and M+C are too similar to explain the
difference in results observed between the two experiments.

For the next step in our exploratory analysis, we looked only
at the data from participants who adopted an “anchor search”
strategy to see if we could see any differences between M
and M+C. More specifically, we re-ran the ANOVA on trial
duration only on the data that fell above the middle point. For
the MTurk experiment, M and M+C were both faster than
Control (p < .001 each), and not significantly different from
each other. For the lab experiment, M and M+C were also
both faster than both F+H and Control (all p < .05). This
secondary analysis suggests that the results of MTurk and the
face-to-face experiments may be consistent, as long as you
take search strategy into account: M and M+C are both faster
than Control, and not significantly different from each other.
As with any non-planned analysis, these results need to be
interpreted with caution.

DISCUSSION
The results of our experiments are promising: whether on
MTurk or in the lab, one of the minimal variants was signifi-
cantly faster than Control, with a medium effect size, and no
variant was slower. These performance improvements were
obtained even though participants were exposed to Anchored
Customization for the first time, and received little informa-
tion to help them build an appropriate mental model. We
now discuss the insights gathered on the three Customization
Layer variants, and reflect on the possibilities offered by this
new customization mechanism.

Reconciling the performance results. M and M+C performed
differently in the two experiments. Our secondary analyses
revealed a likely hidden variable, namely search strategy. For
participants using the anchor search strategy, the results of the

two experiments are consistent: M and M+C are both faster
than Control, and not significantly different from each other.
Hence there must be a significant difference in how the “full
panel search” participants performed in the two experiments
which translated into different relative performances for M
and M+C on MTurk and in the lab. It might just be a statistical
fluke. For instance, looking at the data shows that on MTurk
all 5 of of the M+C participants that did a “full panel search”
were disproportionately slower than the “full panel search”
participants in all other conditions. This inconsistency sug-
gests that the randomization of participant assignment to con-
ditions may not have equalized individual differences. More
research will be needed to further assess this issue.

Few participants in the F+H condition used the “anchor
search” strategy: 2/12 on MTurk, 5/12 in the lab. It could
be that highlighting settings in a panel is not a strong enough
cue to help users acquire the Anchored Customization mental
model. Since the structure of the settings panels is retained
in F+H, there may be a strong transfer effect that encourages
users to default to the “full panel search”, instead of explor-
ing anchors. Since few participants used F+H the way it was
intended, we cannot conclude with certainty on its potential
performance: is F+H necessarily slower than M and M+C, or
can it be as fast when properly used? In any case, F+H is not
slower than Control, so it would not be detrimental. Since
some participants perceived the highlighting as a hint, F+H
could be used as a “softer” version of Customization Layer
for users who might not be comfortable with the degree of
minimalism of the two minimal variants.

Performance/Awareness tradeoff. On MTurk, M was signif-
icantly faster than F+H and Control, but it also scored sig-
nificantly lower on recognition of tab names. This could
be interpreted as a performance/awareness tradeoff found in
other multi-layered interfaces [13]. Yet, users in M did just
as well as others in terms of recognizing the settings them-
selves. Thus, the awareness tradeoff here seems to affect only
awareness of the structure of the upper layer (the full settings
panel), not its content, as there were no differences in recog-
nition scores for the settings themselves. This is not entirely
surprising: in Customization Layer, all the settings are ac-
cessible via the minimal panel, albeit from different anchors.
By contrast, the personalized interfaces studied by Findlater
et al. [13] only display a static subset of features in the first
layer, while the others were only visible in a different layer.

Applicability to other software. We focused our work on task
management applications, and the question remains whether
Anchored Customization could provide similar benefits for
other types of software. At one extreme is text editors, which
are often highly customizable. These editors typically have
very few always-visible UI elements, and rely mostly on
menus and keyboard shortcuts. Thus, they are not well-suited
for Anchored Customization. Furthermore, text editor users
are generally comfortable customizing their software by edit-
ing the config files directly. The opposite extreme is complex
software applications designed for non-technical users, such
as Adobe Creative Suite. These applications have many wid-
gets that provide access to lots of features. Anchoring settings
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to these various UI elements is possible, but the resulting Cus-
tomization Layer may be overwhelming. The main interface
of these applications can itself be overwhelming, however, es-
pecially for new users. Anchored Customization would sim-
ply reflect the complexity of the underlying software.

Applicability to handheld devices. Our systematic review
showed that mobile apps organize their settings in very simi-
lar ways to desktop applications. Mobile apps generally rely
on icons and buttons for user input, since keyboard shortcuts
and extensive menus are not available. As such, they are well
suited for Anchored Customization. The limited screen real
estate would warrant using a minimal variant. The anchored
customization mechanism could be activated via a standard
application menu, but touchscreens offer other possibilities:
for instance, users could long-press or multi-tap an anchor to
see its associated settings, or use a special standardized ges-
ture to activate the Customization Layer. We observed that
mobile applications generally offer fewer settings than desk-
top apps. The introduction of a well-designed customization
mechanism could lead to more customizable mobile apps.

The developers’ point of view. Beyond its benefits to users,
our Anchored Customization approach may also change the
way designers and developers think about customization. Al-
though they are not required to change any setting to adopt
Anchored Customization, the process of mapping settings to
UI elements could have a positive effect on the settings of-
fered. For instance, designers might realize that some parts of
the interface have no setting anchored to them, which would
highlight a potential opportunity for providing settings that
cater to this area. Creating and labeling settings may also be-
come faster, since the problem of finding appropriate words
to refer to interface elements is mitigated by the context pro-
vided by the anchors. Finding categories to organize settings
into tabs might also become superfluous.

Limitations
While our results are promising, our experiments had limita-
tions, which come mostly from the challenges of evaluating
customization in an artificial setting. We point out three. (1)
To maximize ecological validity, we used Wunderlist’s actual
settings panel as a baseline for the Control condition. But
some participants focused their feedback on its high quality
visual design relative to our prototyped Customization Layer
variants. In retrospect, we should have recreated this panel
in the same visual style as our prototypes which might have
increased the internal validity of our experiments. (2) The
practice trial could have been more effective at conveying the
intended model. Participants performed only one trial, thus
only had to click on one anchor to complete it. However,
to really understand the concept of Anchored Customization,
one must click on at least two anchors to see that the set-
tings offered are different. Some participants took time dur-
ing the practice trial to explore the Customization Layer on
their own, clicking on multiple anchors to see the outcome.
This free exploration seemed more effective than our prac-
tice trial, and would also be more similar to real-world condi-
tions. (3) Our experiments only included one application with
a medium number of settings. It is possible that the number

of settings offered by an app affects the relative performance
of Customization Layer and settings panels.

We compared customization mechanisms mainly on how
quickly participants could find a designated setting. However,
in a real world situation, the awareness (or lack thereof) of
which settings are available likely plays an important role. In
traditional settings panels, awareness is gained by serendipi-
tous discovery (also referred to as “incidental learning” [13])
: users happen to notice a setting of interest while search-
ing the panel for another one. Serendipity can also happen in
Anchored Customization, but the notion of proximity is rel-
ative to the anchors, instead of the settings panel’s structure.
Because our experiment task was time-constrained, these dif-
ferent forms of serendipity were not well captured.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Anchored Customization is an approach that places settings
in context within the application interface, so that users are
not required to learn the abstract structure of a settings panel.
A systematic review of a set of Personal Task Management
apps found that approximately 84% of the settings could be
anchored in the UI. Our Customization Layer prototype re-
veals all the anchors as affordances for customization. We de-
signed three variants of Customization Layer based on multi-
layered interfaces, and implemented these variants on top of
a popular web application for task management, Wunderlist.
Two experiments (Mechanical Turk and face-to-face) showed
that the two minimalist variants were 35-36% faster than
Wunderlist’s settings panel.

Evaluating the long term impact of this customization ap-
proach remains future work. A longitudinal field study would
determine if a more usable customization mechanism does
actually increases users’ likelihood to customize. It would
also help to verify our assumption that Anchored Customiza-
tion requires one-time learning: once this approach is under-
stood in the context of one particular app, the mental model
should be transferable to other apps. Our prototype could be
distributed to real users of Wunderlist as a browser extension,
or adapted to other applications to compare the effect of dif-
ferent types of settings and different application domains.

Currently, app designers need to provide the mapping be-
tween settings and UI elements. With the growing popularity
of advanced front-end frameworks in web development, code
analysis techniques could possibly generate part of the map-
ping automatically, by determining which UI elements and
listener functions are affected by a setting. Another possibil-
ity would be to involve users in the mapping process. Con-
trary to crowdsourced contextual help [7], users cannot be
expected to generate the entire mapping themselves, but they
could tweak a designer’s mapping to better match their expec-
tations. The idea of refining the mapping by aggregating data
from individual users could be expanded to other customiza-
tion opportunities as well. For instance, the most popular ex-
tensions and plugins could be anchored to the UI.
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